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Novel Chapter 451

Chapter 451: 451

"I guess that is a good way to gain status points," Leon said . "I'm fine with

that . "

"Good, just focus and use Full-Recover fast . . . or the pain will traumatize
you," Ilyana nodded .

Ilyana didn't even stop creating her new minions, and, with a single thought,
she made a pillar of fire erupt from the ground and engulf Leon . His health
decreased to dangerous levels in an instant . . . the pain had been so terrifying
that he even didn't have time to scream or moan in pain . Leon felt on his
knees, and the pain decreased because all the skin and good parts of all his
body had been burned to a crisp . In the end, Ilyana was the one who used
Full-Recover on him .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Geez . . . I told you to get ready," Ilyana said after a long sigh .

Although the pain disappeared, it took Leon a few seconds to recover from

the shock . His body was back to normal, and much to his surprise, his hair
was also back to normal, and clothes didn't even get burned . Even though
that wasn't that surprising given that Ilyana was extremely powerful, Leon
didn't expect that a single spell cast by her could cause more damage than
magma .

"Are you ready?" Ilyana asked . "Don't worry . We won't do this for long .
We will have to stop soon because your body won't have the nutrients to
recover that fast . "
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That was true, and it was also a relief, but Leon's body wasn't listening to
him . . . he didn't even manage to get up . Leon was training, but he didn't
remember being so close to death while he trained in the past .

"Shit . . . do it again," Leon slowly got up .

"Okay, but this time I will change things a little bit," Ilyana said . "I can't risk
traumatizing your psych doing that over and over again . "

Leon was engulfed by a pillar of flames again, but soon after, he got covered
in a thick layer of ice . Then, Leon got engulfed by flames and then covered
in ice again . Ilyana stopped there because she had already depleted most of
Leon's health .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

This time, Leon managed to use Full-Recover . Still, he was feeling like
crap . In just a few seconds, Leon obtained status points that he would usually
obtain by training low-level spells for a day . However, that kind of training
was far less convenient than he had imagined .

" . . . This should be enough for today," Ilyana said . "Although we don't have
much time, we are not desperate to do that every day . Eat well for a few days

and then come here again . "

Leon felt on his knees . Even though he already expected the pain, his body
didn't endure the heat and cold as much as his mind did . Regardless, at least
Ilyana wasn't unreasonable as he had expected . In fact, she looked a bit
worried, which was very surprising, given her usual behavior .

Leon left Ilyana's castle only to let his body fall on the ground when he
returned to his plantation . It was a bit too early to sleep, and it had been a
long time since Leon felt like that, but he wanted to close his eyes and rest for
a week .



"Don't be a drama queen, Leon," Undine said, and Leon imagined her
smirking . "You just got close to death two times in a row by someone who

you considered to be an ally . There is no need to make such a fuss by acting
like that . "

Leon ignored Undine and then got up . He didn't have time to waste because
he things he needed to do weren't few . . . Leon had to increase his mana in
order to make the spirits feel comfortable . He also had to increase
intelligence and control in order to learn many things . Although in that world,
he would have almost four hundred years to obtain the power he needed, he
wouldn't get strong on time if he let events like that bother him for long .

"I guess I will increase the size of my plantation since I will increase my
control again from now on . Sorry, guys . But just hang in there for a while
longer . . . once this plantation gets big enough, I will be able to train more
and increase my mana exponentially . To make things more convenient for
everyone, I guess I will summon Gnome . His powers will help me with that .
"

"Aye, Aye, Sir!" Gnome said after he materialized .

Using his powers, Gnome raised several, and small pieces of earth, and Leon
planted the blue angel leaves using Telekinesis . They did that for five days
straight until Leon's plantation became five times bigger . . . that growth rate
was scary, but Leon wasn't satisfied . He would only be if he manages to
create an automatic process of harvesting and planting the leave . But asking
for that was a little bit too much .

I guess that is a good way to gain status points, Leon said . Im fine with that .



Good, just focus and use Full-Recover fast . . . or the pain will traumatize
you, Ilyana nodded .

Ilyana didnt even stop creating her new minions, and, with a single thought,
she made a pillar of fire erupt from the ground and engulf Leon . His health
decreased to dangerous levels in an instant . . . the pain had been so terrifying
that he even didnt have time to scream or moan in pain . Leon felt on his
knees, and the pain decreased because all the skin and good parts of all his
body had been burned to a crisp . In the end, Ilyana was the one who used
Full-Recover on him .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Geez . . . I told you to get ready, Ilyana said after a long sigh .

Although the pain disappeared, it took Leon a few seconds to recover from

the shock . His body was back to normal, and much to his surprise, his hair
was also back to normal, and clothes didnt even get burned . Even though that
wasnt that surprising given that Ilyana was extremely powerful, Leon didnt
expect that a single spell cast by her could cause more damage than magma .

Are you ready? Ilyana asked . Dont worry . We wont do this for long . We

will have to stop soon because your body wont have the nutrients to recover
that fast .

That was true, and it was also a relief, but Leons body wasnt listening to
him . . . he didnt even manage to get up . Leon was training, but he didnt
remember being so close to death while he trained in the past .

Shit . . . do it again, Leon slowly got up .

Okay, but this time I will change things a little bit, Ilyana said . I cant risk
traumatizing your psych doing that over and over again .

Leon was engulfed by a pillar of flames again, but soon after, he got covered
in a thick layer of ice . Then, Leon got engulfed by flames and then covered
in ice again . Ilyana stopped there because she had already depleted most of
Leons health .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

This time, Leon managed to use Full-Recover . Still, he was feeling like
crap . In just a few seconds, Leon obtained status points that he would usually
obtain by training low-level spells for a day . However, that kind of training
was far less convenient than he had imagined .

. . . This should be enough for today, Ilyana said . Although we dont have
much time, we are not desperate to do that every day . Eat well for a few days

and then come here again .

Leon felt on his knees . Even though he already expected the pain, his body
didnt endure the heat and cold as much as his mind did . Regardless, at least
Ilyana wasnt unreasonable as he had expected . In fact, she looked a bit
worried, which was very surprising, given her usual behavior .

Leon left Ilyanas castle only to let his body fall on the ground when he
returned to his plantation . It was a bit too early to sleep, and it had been a



long time since Leon felt like that, but he wanted to close his eyes and rest for
a week .

Dont be a drama queen, Leon, Undine said, and Leon imagined her
smirking . You just got close to death two times in a row by someone who

you considered to be an ally . There is no need to make such a fuss by acting
like that .

Leon ignored Undine and then got up . He didnt have time to waste because
he things he needed to do werent few . . . Leon had to increase his mana in
order to make the spirits feel comfortable . He also had to increase
intelligence and control in order to learn many things . Although in that world,
he would have almost four hundred years to obtain the power he needed, he
wouldnt get strong on time if he let events like that bother him for long .

I guess I will increase the size of my plantation since I will increase my
control again from now on . Sorry, guys . But just hang in there for a while
longer . . . once this plantation gets big enough, I will be able to train more
and increase my mana exponentially . To make things more convenient for
everyone, I guess I will summon Gnome . His powers will help me with that .

Aye, Aye, Sir! Gnome said after he materialized .

Using his powers, Gnome raised several, and small pieces of earth, and Leon
planted the blue angel leaves using Telekinesis . They did that for five days
straight until Leons plantation became five times bigger . . . that growth rate
was scary, but Leon wasnt satisfied . He would only be if he manages to
create an automatic process of harvesting and planting the leave . But asking
for that was a little bit too much .
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"You really came after one week," Ilyana said, visibly impressed . "Just keep
your mind focused, and the pain will decrease . . . However, don't start
appreciating the pain . "

"I won't . . . become a masochist," Leon said .

"That is the least of your worries . Things would get complicated if you start
to feel something else aside from sexual pleasure from pain," Ilyana frowned .
" In fact, it would be convenient if you become just a masochist . "

Leon started to wonder if it was convenient for training or if it was because
that suited Ilyana's tastes, but soon he shook those thoughts out of his head .
Ilyana could read his mind, after all . Besides, all his spirits could hear his
thoughts .

Just like before, Ilyana burned and froze Leon, since he endured that two
times, she decided to use it a third time . Leon was getting stronger at least
mentally, but even though the pain was becoming bearable, the feeling after
training was annoying and persistent . To make things worse, his healing
spells couldn't help him in that regard .

"We can always help you level up your resistances, Leon," Sylph said .



"It is alright," Leon forced a smile . "It isn't that efficient, and I know that you

guys would rather get strong fighting real enemies than just obtaining power
like that . "

Leon just had to endure that for a while until he learns how to summon
golems . After that, things would really start to move because he would use
them to create his mana liquid . Since Ilyana's monsters obeyed all her
thoughts, Leon was certain that that was possible . . . but Leon couldn't
understand why Ilyana wasn't doing the same thing .
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"Most likely, she is already absorbing mana from the ambient, and that is way
more efficient . "

Leon didn't know the downsides of such skill, but if he could use alongside
Fast Conjuration, the amount of mana he would be able to recover would be
insane . Leon knew that because Mana-Eater and Mana Absorption were very
useful when used with that passive skill .

"Well, everything starts after I increase my intelligence, mana, and control up
to the necessary levels . "

Congratulations! The skill Explosive Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Magma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Magma Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Wall has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Considering his past experiences, Leon was quite surprised that he managed
to keep training like that without having any disturbances . However, that was
expected since time on Earth passed ten times slower .

After training for a few days, Leon noticed that he didn't have to waste time
thinking about new spells unless they are combined spells . He could actually
ask for his spirits about the ones that didn't consume a lot of mana . Those
were the best spells that could quickly and easily give him status points, after
all .
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"If you want to obtain status points faster, I would recommend Hail and Ice
Arrow Shower," Celsius said . "If you ask that woman, you can easily level
them up to level one hundred if you use them on her monsters . "

"For the time being, I want to level up my spells only up to the level fifty,"
Leon said . "So, I guess practicing without hitting anything will be enough .
Besides, Ilyana has her own goals . So, I don't want to bother her all that
much . I don't know if I will be able to obtain the power to fight against

harvesters or even if I live a long life, after all . "

"Your lack of confidence depresses me deeply," Celsius said .

Despite her words, Celsius taught Leon the spells . It wasn't as convenient
and learning from a tome, but he learned them much faster than he would by

trying alone and failing again and again .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hail .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Arrow Shower .



Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Mmm? I'm pretty sure Hail consumed a lot less mana when I had the sword

that granted me the spell . " Leon frowned .

"That is probably because the weapon had been enchanted to be like that,"
Celsius explained . "If you use the spirit of the right monsters, you can create
weapons with that kind of effect . "

"What about Ice Arrow Shower? The arrows are much smaller than the ones

I can create," Leon protested .

"Why don't you try to use that spell and create an Area of Effect spell?"
Celsius frowned . "I doubted that you would spend only fifty mana points per
second to do something like that . "

It was evident that Leon was hoping a little too much for his spells . It was
probably because he recalled the same skill being used by some monsters, and
the arrows were way bigger . . . but it made sense the level of those skills
wasn't one . Regardless, like usual, Leon practiced both spells until they
reached level fifty . It took him a few days, but he was more than satisfied
with the result . Although Leon wanted to learn a few other spells from other

spirits, unfortunately, it was time for his weekly dose of torment .

You really came after one week, Ilyana said, visibly impressed . Just keep
your mind focused, and the pain will decrease . . . However, dont start
appreciating the pain .



I wont . . . become a masochist, Leon said .

That is the least of your worries . Things would get complicated if you start to
feel something else aside from sexual pleasure from pain, Ilyana frowned . In
fact, it would be convenient if you become just a masochist .

Leon started to wonder if it was convenient for training or if it was because
that suited Ilyanas tastes, but soon he shook those thoughts out of his head .
Ilyana could read his mind, after all . Besides, all his spirits could hear his
thoughts .

Just like before, Ilyana burned and froze Leon, since he endured that two
times, she decided to use it a third time . Leon was getting stronger at least
mentally, but even though the pain was becoming bearable, the feeling after
training was annoying and persistent . To make things worse, his healing
spells couldnt help him in that regard .

We can always help you level up your resistances, Leon, Sylph said .

It is alright, Leon forced a smile . It isnt that efficient, and I know that you

guys would rather get strong fighting real enemies than just obtaining power
like that .

Leon just had to endure that for a while until he learns how to summon
golems . After that, things would really start to move because he would use
them to create his mana liquid . Since Ilyanas monsters obeyed all her
thoughts, Leon was certain that that was possible . . . but Leon couldnt
understand why Ilyana wasnt doing the same thing .



Most likely, she is already absorbing mana from the ambient, and that is way
more efficient .

Leon didnt know the downsides of such skill, but if he could use alongside
Fast Conjuration, the amount of mana he would be able to recover would be
insane . Leon knew that because Mana-Eater and Mana Absorption were very
useful when used with that passive skill .

Well, everything starts after I increase my intelligence, mana, and control up
to the necessary levels .

Congratulations! The skill Explosive Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magma Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Wall has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Acid Sphere has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Considering his past experiences, Leon was quite surprised that he managed
to keep training like that without having any disturbances . However, that was
expected since time on Earth passed ten times slower .

After training for a few days, Leon noticed that he didnt have to waste time
thinking about new spells unless they are combined spells . He could actually
ask for his spirits about the ones that didnt consume a lot of mana . Those
were the best spells that could quickly and easily give him status points, after
all .

If you want to obtain status points faster, I would recommend Hail and Ice
Arrow Shower, Celsius said . If you ask that woman, you can easily level
them up to level one hundred if you use them on her monsters .

For the time being, I want to level up my spells only up to the level fifty,
Leon said . So, I guess practicing without hitting anything will be enough .
Besides, Ilyana has her own goals . So, I dont want to bother her all that
much . I dont know if I will be able to obtain the power to fight against

harvesters or even if I live a long life, after all .

Your lack of confidence depresses me deeply, Celsius said .

Despite her words, Celsius taught Leon the spells . It wasnt as convenient and
learning from a tome, but he learned them much faster than he would by

trying alone and failing again and again .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hail .

Cost: 30 mana per second .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Mmm? Im pretty sure Hail consumed a lot less mana when I had the sword

that granted me the spell . Leon frowned .

That is probably because the weapon had been enchanted to be like that,
Celsius explained . If you use the spirit of the right monsters, you can create
weapons with that kind of effect .

What about Ice Arrow Shower? The arrows are much smaller than the ones I

can create, Leon protested .

Why dont you try to use that spell and create an Area of Effect spell? Celsius

frowned . I doubted that you would spend only fifty mana points per second
to do something like that .

It was evident that Leon was hoping a little too much for his spells . It was
probably because he recalled the same skill being used by some monsters, and
the arrows were way bigger . . . but it made sense the level of those skills
wasnt one . Regardless, like usual, Leon practiced both spells until they
reached level fifty . It took him a few days, but he was more than satisfied
with the result . Although Leon wanted to learn a few other spells from other

spirits, unfortunately, it was time for his weekly dose of torment .
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Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Needle .

Cost: 04 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"Thanks, Sylph," Leon said . "From here on out, I can continue alone . "

"Roger!" Sylph smiled energetically and then disappeared .

Leon thought that were many other spells that had low cost, but it looked like
he was wrong . The variety only increased when the cost increased as well .
That became obvious after Leon learned a few more spells from Sylph . If the
spirits didn't know spells that had a low cost of mana like elemental needles

and bullets, then it was clear that they didn't exist .

Despite that, not everything was bad news . Leon was getting closer to his
spirits, and their loyalty was increasing with that, and it would only increase
the more Leon interacts with them .



Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

To make things even better, Lion's Pride was still leveling up, even though
his spirits were fighting and training alongside him . In the end, that was a bit
obvious since the spirits became part of his strength, after all .

"Let's see . . . after leveling up those two new spells, I should level up a few
others that I already have up to level fifty . "

"Aww . . . but it was my turn next," Gnome said, disappointed .

"Just wait a few days, and it will be your turn, Gnome," Leon forced a smile .

Even though Gnome stayed materialized for several days to help Leon expand
his plantation, he still wanted more . . . of the spirits, he was the one who
disliked most staying in his non-material form .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Cannon has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Eruption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Trap has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon's momentum was good, so he decided to keep himself focused, but it
looked like fate had other plans . Just when he was about to summon Gnome
and ask him to teach a few spells . He heard Ilyana's voice inside his head .
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"We have a problem," Ilyana said, using Telepathy . "It looks like something
is going to happen on Earth . "

"What is going to happen?" Leon asked .

"The humans that followed your friends, Gisela, Lennard, and Tom returned

to Earth," Ilyana hesitated for a while . " . . . and they are heading to Japan .
"

"That doesn't change the fact that they didn't even stop to rest on their
previous camp," Ilyana said . "Besides, they only sent powerful soldiers . . . I
would say that they want to cause massive damage to Japan in order to make
think twice before they try to banish them from the planet again . "

"Shit . . . How didn't I notice that Gisela had such a goal?" Leon bit his lips .
"It was evident that was the case . . . she was training a lot at the top of that
tower . I just hope that my words didn't cause this . . . "

"What are you going to do?" Ilyana asked .

" . . . Just let them do whatever they want until they are tired of it," Leon
smirked when he had an idea .



"It looks like you have a plan," Ilyana studied Leon . "I hope you won't cause
more problems than solve them . "

Leon used Transfer and then reached the purple crystal that would lead him
back to Earth . Fortunately, Leon already knew the route Gisela, Lennart, and
Tom would take since he knew the place they came from . So, he found them
after a few hours in the middle of the previous Russian territory .

"It looks like they have more or less fifty thousand soldiers . . . Now that I can

see them, it is evident that they want to fight . Still, I have to talk with them .
"

No one noticed Leon's approach while he was flying high in the sky, so
Gisela, Lennart, Tom, and the soldiers got startled when Leon suddenly
landed in front of them . Even though a few of them recognized Leon, they
didn't drop their guard .

"You?" Gisela frowned . "What are you doing here?"

"It has been a while, everyone," Leon said . "It looks like you guys are going
to a party? Are you sure that this is a good idea?"

"Are you working for the Immortal Empress?" Lennart readied himself .

"Nope, even though I talk with her now and then, we aren't allies, at least for
the time being," Leon answered . "Gisela, if you are commanding this attack,
I would like you to stop . "



" . . . Why do you use my name as if you know me?" Gisela frowned . "I
don't feel any ill intentions coming from you . But I won't back off even from
someone like you who defeated us . We were allies before, but that woman
didn't hesitate to chase us out of the planet just because we weren't as radicals
as her . "

"Considering the current you, I don't think it would be a good idea to explain
why I talk like that," Leon explained . "Let's forget the past and focus on the
future . . . Nor you or Yuki will have a good future if you guys headbutt each
other . "

" . . . We will fight and obtain our right to live on this world again," Gisela
said . "If you get on our way, we destroy you too . "

"No, I won't get on your way," Leon smiled . "I will just get on the way of
those who try to destroy this planet . "

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Needle .

Cost: 04 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Thanks, Sylph, Leon said . From here on out, I can continue alone .



Roger! Sylph smiled energetically and then disappeared .

Leon thought that were many other spells that had low cost, but it looked like
he was wrong . The variety only increased when the cost increased as well .
That became obvious after Leon learned a few more spells from Sylph . If the
spirits didnt know spells that had a low cost of mana like elemental needles
and bullets, then it was clear that they didnt exist .

Despite that, not everything was bad news . Leon was getting closer to his
spirits, and their loyalty was increasing with that, and it would only increase
the more Leon interacts with them .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

To make things even better, Lions Pride was still leveling up, even though his
spirits were fighting and training alongside him . In the end, that was a bit
obvious since the spirits became part of his strength, after all .

Lets see . . . after leveling up those two new spells, I should level up a few
others that I already have up to level fifty .

Aww . . . but it was my turn next, Gnome said, disappointed .

Just wait a few days, and it will be your turn, Gnome, Leon forced a smile .



Even though Gnome stayed materialized for several days to help Leon expand
his plantation, he still wanted more . . . of the spirits, he was the one who
disliked most staying in his non-material form .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Cannon has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Eruption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Trap has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Leons momentum was good, so he decided to keep himself focused, but it
looked like fate had other plans . Just when he was about to summon Gnome
and ask him to teach a few spells . He heard Ilyanas voice inside his head .

We have a problem, Ilyana said, using Telepathy . It looks like something is
going to happen on Earth .

What is going to happen? Leon asked .

The humans that followed your friends, Gisela, Lennard, and Tom returned to

Earth, Ilyana hesitated for a while . . . . and they are heading to Japan .

That doesnt change the fact that they didnt even stop to rest on their previous
camp, Ilyana said . Besides, they only sent powerful soldiers . . . I would say
that they want to cause massive damage to Japan in order to make think twice
before they try to banish them from the planet again .

Shit . . . How didnt I notice that Gisela had such a goal? Leon bit his lips . It
was evident that was the case . . . she was training a lot at the top of that
tower . I just hope that my words didnt cause this . . .

What are you going to do? Ilyana asked .

. . . Just let them do whatever they want until they are tired of it, Leon
smirked when he had an idea .

It looks like you have a plan, Ilyana studied Leon . I hope you wont cause
more problems than solve them .



Leon used Transfer and then reached the purple crystal that would lead him
back to Earth . Fortunately, Leon already knew the route Gisela, Lennart, and
Tom would take since he knew the place they came from . So, he found them
after a few hours in the middle of the previous Russian territory .

It looks like they have more or less fifty thousand soldiers . . . Now that I can

see them, it is evident that they want to fight . Still, I have to talk with them .

No one noticed Leons approach while he was flying high in the sky, so Gisela,
Lennart, Tom, and the soldiers got startled when Leon suddenly landed in
front of them . Even though a few of them recognized Leon, they didnt drop
their guard .

You? Gisela frowned . What are you doing here?

It has been a while, everyone, Leon said . It looks like you guys are going to
a party? Are you sure that this is a good idea?

Are you working for the Immortal Empress? Lennart readied himself .

Nope, even though I talk with her now and then, we arent allies, at least for
the time being, Leon answered . Gisela, if you are commanding this attack, I
would like you to stop .

. . . Why do you use my name as if you know me? Gisela frowned . I dont
feel any ill intentions coming from you . But I wont back off even from
someone like you who defeated us . We were allies before, but that woman
didnt hesitate to chase us out of the planet just because we werent as radicals
as her .



Considering the current you, I dont think it would be a good idea to explain
why I talk like that, Leon explained . Lets forget the past and focus on the
future . . . Nor you or Yuki will have a good future if you guys headbutt each
other .

. . . We will fight and obtain our right to live on this world again, Gisela
said . If you get on our way, we destroy you too .

No, I wont get on your way, Leon smiled . I will just get on the way of those
who try to destroy this planet .
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"It is impossible that someone might infiltrate Japan our Hector's camp, but
there is a chance that someone might have infiltrated Gisela's city . They
created that strange tradition for visitors to climb the tower . . . so someone
might have arrived before I fought her and even convinced Gisela to start a
war against Yuki and her country . "

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon didn't have much mana left since he had to fly, but he leveled up that
skill a lot while he followed Gisela's army . His goal was to find someone
who looked more powerful than her . However, even after several hours,
Leon didn't find anyone who was as powerful as Tom, Lennart, or Gisela .

"Did I just imagine things?Maybe Gisela just suppressed her feelings for long
and now decided to make them explode . . . "

Regardless, Leon was running out of time, so he decided to enter in
position . . . One hour later, Leon arrived on the west gate of Japan's
territory . As expected, soldiers were moving around and preparing
themselves because they already knew about the approach of Gisela and her
army .Much to Leon's surprise, Yuki and Ren were already there and quickly

approached him .

"Your time is impeccable as always," Yuki frowned . " . . . May I ask what
your goal is this time?"



"I'm going just to observe this battle and make things interesting," Leon said
and then started to create a massive arena of earth . "You guys can do
whatever you want . I won't stop you or Gisela . "

Yuki and Ren looked at Leon with dubious eyes, they were starting to relax a
little more around him, but now they couldn't help but be wary of him once

again . Leon wondered if he was doing the right thing, it was hard to be sure,
but at least he would do his best to avoid meaningless deaths .
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It didn't take long before Gisela and her army to arrive on the west gate .
They came ready to fight, and they were even shouting while they were flying
to raise their spirits . However, they couldn't help but stop when they saw the

massive arena Leon created . The arena was in front of the west gate, and the
Japanese soldiers were inside their barrier and above the wall hoping for
something to happen . The soldiers didn't land, but Gisela, Lennard, and Tom
landed on the arena where Leon was .

"… What is this?" Lennar frowned .

"Bahahaha! You are a really funny kid!" Tom laughed loudly . "This is a
fascinating idea… but tell me why we should follow your rules?"

"Why do you think the Japanese soldiers didn't do anything to stop me from
creating this?" Leon asked .



"No idea… maybe it is because you are their ally," Tom frowned .

"If I were their ally, I would kill you guys, instead of trying to prevent both
sides from suffering losses," Leon said . "Do you want to see the real reason?"
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"See?" Tom frowned again and got confused when Leon pointed to the sky .

"… What the hell is that?" Lennart turned white when he saw the shadow of

Leon's zombie snake .

"That is my pet," Leon answered . "Yuki and her soldiers didn't attack me
because of that . "

"Ha-ha, that is very funny," Lennart looked viciously at Leon . "There is no
way that would…"

That trick was useful as ever after Leon made the zombie snake turn around
the earth following the opposite direction .

"That is just an illusion . . . " Tom said .

"Really? I guess you guys discovered how I tricked Yuki and Ren for several

months . . . " Leon sighed . "We can confirm that, who wants to go with me
see that snake up close?"



"What is your goal?" Gisela interrupted Leon,

"My goal for the next few hours is to prevent the death of you and your

soldiers," Leon answered . "The same thing applies to Yuki and her army .
I'm pretty sure you guys will be able to get rid of your grudges after punching

each other for a few hours because I'm pretty sure she didn't cause the death
of any of your friends . Did she kill any of you when she chased you guys out
of the planet?"

" . . . No," Gisela answered after a few seconds .

"I get it . You guys can't forgive them . In fact, you don't have to," Leon
said . "However, I won't let any of you die here . I have my own personal
reasons for that . . . Besides, you guys and everyone else will have to protect
this world from the hands of the true enemies . "

"Who are the true enemies?" Gisela frowned .

"I will answer that after I confirm that neither side has too many idiots," Leon
said . "Now, who is going to fight first?"

Putting matters of life and death aside, Leon was really looking forward to the
battle of Gisela versus Yuki . It would be epic, and everyone nearby agreed
with him .

It is impossible that someone might infiltrate Japan our Hectors camp, but
there is a chance that someone might have infiltrated Giselas city . They
created that strange tradition for visitors to climb the tower . . . so someone
might have arrived before I fought her and even convinced Gisela to start a
war against Yuki and her country .
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Leon didnt have much mana left since he had to fly, but he leveled up that
skill a lot while he followed Giselas army . His goal was to find someone who
looked more powerful than her . However, even after several hours, Leon
didnt find anyone who was as powerful as Tom, Lennart, or Gisela .

Did I just imagine things? Maybe Gisela just suppressed her feelings for long

and now decided to make them explode . . .

Regardless, Leon was running out of time, so he decided to enter in
position . . . One hour later, Leon arrived on the west gate of Japans
territory . As expected, soldiers were moving around and preparing
themselves because they already knew about the approach of Gisela and her
army . Much to Leons surprise, Yuki and Ren were already there and quickly

approached him .



Your time is impeccable as always, Yuki frowned . . . . May I ask what your
goal is this time?

Im going just to observe this battle and make things interesting, Leon said and
then started to create a massive arena of earth . You guys can do whatever
you want . I wont stop you or Gisela .

Yuki and Ren looked at Leon with dubious eyes, they were starting to relax a
little more around him, but now they couldnt help but be wary of him once

again . Leon wondered if he was doing the right thing, it was hard to be sure,
but at least he would do his best to avoid meaningless deaths .

It didnt take long before Gisela and her army to arrive on the west gate . They
came ready to fight, and they were even shouting while they were flying to
raise their spirits . However, they couldnt help but stop when they saw the

massive arena Leon created . The arena was in front of the west gate, and the
Japanese soldiers were inside their barrier and above the wall hoping for
something to happen . The soldiers didnt land, but Gisela, Lennard, and Tom
landed on the arena where Leon was .

… What is this? Lennar frowned .

Bahahaha! You are a really funny kid! Tom laughed loudly . This is a
fascinating idea… but tell me why we should follow your rules?

Why do you think the Japanese soldiers didnt do anything to stop me from
creating this? Leon asked .

No idea… maybe it is because you are their ally, Tom frowned .



If I were their ally, I would kill you guys, instead of trying to prevent both
sides from suffering losses, Leon said . Do you want to see the real reason?

See? Tom frowned again and got confused when Leon pointed to the sky .

… What the hell is that? Lennart turned white when he saw the shadow of

Leons zombie snake .

That is my pet, Leon answered . Yuki and her soldiers didnt attack me
because of that .

Ha-ha, that is very funny, Lennart looked viciously at Leon . There is no way
that would…

That trick was useful as ever after Leon made the zombie snake turn around
the earth following the opposite direction .

That is just an illusion . . . Tom said .

Really? I guess you guys discovered how I tricked Yuki and Ren for several

months . . . Leon sighed . We can confirm that, who wants to go with me see
that snake up close?

What is your goal? Gisela interrupted Leon,

My goal for the next few hours is to prevent the death of you and your
soldiers, Leon answered . The same thing applies to Yuki and her army . Im
pretty sure you guys will be able to get rid of your grudges after punching
each other for a few hours because Im pretty sure she didnt cause the death of



any of your friends . Did she kill any of you when she chased you guys out of
the planet?

. . . No, Gisela answered after a few seconds .

I get it . You guys cant forgive them . In fact, you dont have to, Leon said .
However, I wont let any of you die here . I have my own personal reasons for
that . . . Besides, you guys and everyone else will have to protect this world
from the hands of the true enemies .

Who are the true enemies? Gisela frowned .

I will answer that after I confirm that neither side has too many idiots, Leon
said . Now, who is going to fight first?

Putting matters of life and death aside, Leon was really looking forward to the
battle of Gisela versus Yuki . It would be epic, and everyone nearby agreed
with him .
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Yuki accepted the challenge, and she did the same, threw away her

equipment and even her gauntlets before she approached the arena alongside
several soldiers . Gisela's underlings also understood that the two leaders
would fight, and they would only watch . Some of them were ready to fight,
but soldiers of both sides didn't dare to interrupt the battle of their leaders .



"Now that I think about it, I should have made the arena using only steel . . .
"

Leon made the arena to be pretty sturdy, but he already knew how both Yuki

and Gisela got strong . . . The arena wouldn't last long, so he would have to
repair it every time it got destroyed . Both warriors jumped on the arena, and
they didn't even wait for Leon to give the sign of the start of the battle . Yuki
and Gisela charged forward and only stopped when they hit other faces in the
middle of the ring .
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Gisela was stronger physically and caused more damage, Leon noticed that
when he saw Yuki bleeding from her nose . However, Yuki recovered faster
and was already aiming upper at Gisela's solar plexus . Gisela blocked it
using her left elbow, soon after she retreated a little and then headbutted
Yuki . That caught her by surprise, and Yuki took a few steps back because

the attack made her feel dizzy .

"Heal," Yuki said and then healed her wounds and recovered from that state .

"Mmm . . . maybe this battle will be more difficult for Gisela than I
thought . . . "
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However, when Leon looked at Gisela's face, he noticed that the wound that
Yuki caused was healing . Although her healing skills weren't as good as
Yuki's, Gisela could heal herself too . In the end, Leon confirmed that the
battle would only end after a few hours when neither of them could stand
anymore after spending the nutrients of their bodies to heal themselves .

Yuki activated Haste for a second and suddenly appeared behind Gisela, she
learned that trick from Leon, but Gisela also activated Stone Skin the very
moment Yuki disappeared from her sight . Yuki frowned when she received
more damage than she caused, but still managed to dodge the roundhouse
kick Gisela prepared .
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"Hey . . . I said no kicks," Leon frowned . "Don't use headbutts as well . "

Both Yuki and Gisela ignored Leon's words and just punched each other
fists . Although Yuki could become much faster, she decided not to use Haste,
or she would be spending a lot more mana than she wanted . Yuki decided to
save her mana to heal her wounds . Gisela did the same, to protect her from
surprise attacks, she would only Stone Skin only now and then .

"So violent . . . " Leon sighed and then started to repair the arena .



While Gisela was still on her landing position, Yuki readied her body and
pointed her left elbow toward Gisela before activating Haste for a moment .
Her charge almost caught Gisela by surprise, but she activated Stone Skin
again . Although she still suffered some damage since she used her arms to
block the attack, didn't escape unscathed either .

Using tricks, spells, or anything wouldn't help either of them to win the

battle . So, both Yuki and Gisela decided to fight without relying on that .
Gisela recovered from the impact and charged forward while she raised her
right knee . Yuki took a step backward to escape her attack range, and at the
same time, she prepared a roundhouse kick . The very moment Gisela noticed
that she relaxed her left and lowered her stance before her attack could even
end . After hitting the air and escaping Yuki's roundhouse kick, she charged
forward almost running like a dog and tried to headbutt Yuki's stomach, but
the immortal empress decreased the power of the impact by using both arms
to stop her attack .

That attack pushed Yuki back a few meters, but at least that gave her the
chance to attack Gisela's back or head . However, before she could do that,
Gisela grabbed her legs and then jumped upward, Yuki got caught by surprise
and started to punch Gisela's back, but since she was in mid-air, the power of
her attacks decreased a lot . Eventually, both girls fell on the arena again, but
Gisela landed while sitting over Yuki . Gisela had the advantage in that
position, but Yuki wouldn't let her do as she wanted . Gisela prepared a
punch, but Yuki did the same even though her position was terrible, Yuki
managed to cause a lot of damage even when Gisela attacked because she
activated Iron Fists . However, Gisela knew she would do something like that,
so she also activated Rage . . . in the end, both girls just punched each other
and made the other side lose a few teeth .

Gisela punched Yuki a few times on that advantageous position . Still,
eventually Yuki counterattacked and took the position over Gisela and



attacked with consecutive punches . . . from that point onward, the same thing
repeated itself several times . Little by little, Yuki and Gisela's face were
receiving more and more wounds, and the arena was getting redder by the
minute . Although the fight had been very impressive even though not much
mana had been used, Leon was already sick of watching . . . it wasn't a good
thing to see his friends hurting each other like that .

Yuki accepted the challenge, and she did the same, threw away her

equipment and even her gauntlets before she approached the arena alongside
several soldiers . Giselas underlings also understood that the two leaders
would fight, and they would only watch . Some of them were ready to fight,
but soldiers of both sides didnt dare to interrupt the battle of their leaders .

Now that I think about it, I should have made the arena using only steel . . .

Leon made the arena to be pretty sturdy, but he already knew how both Yuki

and Gisela got strong . . . The arena wouldnt last long, so he would have to
repair it every time it got destroyed . Both warriors jumped on the arena, and
they didnt even wait for Leon to give the sign of the start of the battle . Yuki
and Gisela charged forward and only stopped when they hit other faces in the
middle of the ring .

Gisela was stronger physically and caused more damage, Leon noticed that
when he saw Yuki bleeding from her nose . However, Yuki recovered faster
and was already aiming upper at Giselas solar plexus . Gisela blocked it using
her left elbow, soon after she retreated a little and then headbutted Yuki . That
caught her by surprise, and Yuki took a few steps back because the attack

made her feel dizzy .

Heal, Yuki said and then healed her wounds and recovered from that state .



Mmm . . . maybe this battle will be more difficult for Gisela than I
thought . . .

However, when Leon looked at Giselas face, he noticed that the wound that
Yuki caused was healing . Although her healing skills werent as good as
Yukis, Gisela could heal herself too . In the end, Leon confirmed that the
battle would only end after a few hours when neither of them could stand
anymore after spending the nutrients of their bodies to heal themselves .

Yuki activated Haste for a second and suddenly appeared behind Gisela, she
learned that trick from Leon, but Gisela also activated Stone Skin the very
moment Yuki disappeared from her sight . Yuki frowned when she received
more damage than she caused, but still managed to dodge the roundhouse
kick Gisela prepared .

Hey . . . I said no kicks, Leon frowned . Dont use headbutts as well .

Both Yuki and Gisela ignored Leons words and just punched each other fists .
Although Yuki could become much faster, she decided not to use Haste, or
she would be spending a lot more mana than she wanted . Yuki decided to
save her mana to heal her wounds . Gisela did the same, to protect her from
surprise attacks, she would only Stone Skin only now and then .

So violent . . . Leon sighed and then started to repair the arena .

While Gisela was still on her landing position, Yuki readied her body and
pointed her left elbow toward Gisela before activating Haste for a moment .
Her charge almost caught Gisela by surprise, but she activated Stone Skin
again . Although she still suffered some damage since she used her arms to
block the attack, didnt escape unscathed either .



Using tricks, spells, or anything wouldnt help either of them to win the

battle . So, both Yuki and Gisela decided to fight without relying on that .
Gisela recovered from the impact and charged forward while she raised her
right knee . Yuki took a step backward to escape her attack range, and at the
same time, she prepared a roundhouse kick . The very moment Gisela noticed
that she relaxed her left and lowered her stance before her attack could even
end . After hitting the air and escaping Yukis roundhouse kick, she charged
forward almost running like a dog and tried to headbutt Yukis stomach, but
the immortal empress decreased the power of the impact by using both arms
to stop her attack .

That attack pushed Yuki back a few meters, but at least that gave her the
chance to attack Giselas back or head . However, before she could do that,
Gisela grabbed her legs and then jumped upward, Yuki got caught by surprise
and started to punch Giselas back, but since she was in mid-air, the power of
her attacks decreased a lot . Eventually, both girls fell on the arena again, but
Gisela landed while sitting over Yuki . Gisela had the advantage in that
position, but Yuki wouldnt let her do as she wanted . Gisela prepared a punch,
but Yuki did the same even though her position was terrible, Yuki managed to
cause a lot of damage even when Gisela attacked because she activated Iron
Fists . However, Gisela knew she would do something like that, so she also
activated Rage . . . in the end, both girls just punched each other and made
the other side lose a few teeth .

Gisela punched Yuki a few times on that advantageous position . Still,
eventually Yuki counterattacked and took the position over Gisela and
attacked with consecutive punches . . . from that point onward, the same thing
repeated itself several times . Little by little, Yuki and Giselas face were
receiving more and more wounds, and the arena was getting redder by the
minute . Although the fight had been very impressive even though not much
mana had been used, Leon was already sick of watching . . . it wasnt a good
thing to see his friends hurting each other like that .
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Although Leon wanted to see that until they collapse of exhaustion, Leon felt
something weird . Everyone's mana was calm until now, but Leon felt two
presences getting agitated . . . much to his surprise, each side had one of
those presences .

"I guess I wasn't totally wrong . . . "

Leon used Transfer and appeared behind a Japanese soldier that was
concentrating his mana in his right hand . Leon grabbed him by the neck and

sucked his mana using Mana Absorption . Several soldiers panicked when
they one of them losing control over his body when Leon appeared, but he
ignored them and used Transfer to grab one of Gisela's soldiers by the neck
and did the same thing . Yuki and Gisela only stopped fighting when Leon
appeared in the middle of the arena and started to hit the soldiers like
hammers against the arena . In the end, Leon only stopped when the place
was totally destroyed, and he was striking the soldiers against the ground .

"Phew . . . that was refreshing . " Leon left the half-dead soldiers on the floor
and then stretched his body only to find everyone, even Yuki and Gisela,
pointing their weapons at him . "Calm down guys, let's not do anything
hasty . "

Why did you do that?" Ren asked .



"Those guys were planning to attack Yuki or Gisela, maybe both," Leon
answered . "They are powerful fighters, after all . Their deaths also would
cause instability in both groups . Do any of you guys remember when they
joined your armies? "

Gisela looked at Lennart, and he just shook his head, the same thing happened
to Yuki and Ren . However, some soldiers stepped forward and mentioned
that they joined their sides, just after the battle when the terrorist camps had
been destroyed .

"What were their positions in your cities?" Leon asked . "Where they close to

any of you?"

" . . . That soldier was one of my advisors," Yuki said . "Are you sure he was
preparing to kill me?"

"I felt a massive amount of mana being concentrated in his right hand," Leon
answered . "What about the other guy?"

" . . . He was just an ordinary soldier that protected our walls," Gisela
answered . "However, he talked to me many times about returning to Earth,
and he was also the number one person who wanted to reconquest our lands
back using brute strength . "

"There you have it, it is evident that they worked for the terrorists," Leon
said . "They were quite the patient bastards . . . a bunch of assholes that had
the patience to wait for three hundred years to kill the human leaders . . .
crap . "



"I guess you guys can understand that until now, someone has been working
behind the scenes to put the humans in a bad spot," Leon said . "I know that

you won't be able to forget your grudges soon, but it isn't time for that . In
forty years, powerful beings will come to Earth and kill every single human to
get stronger . Don't waste your time fighting against each other; save your
strength to fight against them . "

Leon didn't wait to see Yuki and Gisela's reactions; he just left and headed
toward the hippogryphs' world . If they still decided to fight after hearing that,
then humans were doomed, and Leon could only give up .

"Shit . . . I hope that is the last time those bastards will cause me so much
trouble . "

If Hector convinced the other survivors to return to Earth, Leon would have a
hard time finding the possible spy infiltrated . Besides, his presence had
already been revealed by every single person there . So, at any moment,
something might happen .

A few hours later, Leon arrived at the entrance of the hippogryph's dungeon .
He arrived in time to see hundreds of people leaving the place . Since it was
dark, Leon didn't notice, but it looked like Hector, and other soldiers cleaned
the area of monsters, and now the general population of his city was finally

returning to Earth .

"Shit, I won't be able to use Appraisal in every single person like this . . . now
that I think about it since those guys infiltrated Gisela and Yuki's camp, it
will be impossible to identify them because they probably don't have those
spells to make other humans explode . "



Fortunately, Leon found the new camp pretty close to the dungeon . It was a
bit reckless, but given that the soldiers fought against that kind of creatures
for hundreds of years, they would handle . Their problem was the lack of

fighting spirit, not real power .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .
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. . .

Leon knew that trying to find a possible infiltrated agent would be close to
impossible, but he had no other choice but to try, at least for a while . Maybe
there was a chance that a spy didn't infiltrate Hector's camp, but Leon
couldn't just hope for that and do nothing . . . until the last person crossed



back the portal to Earth he used Appraisal in every single human . . .
unfortunately, he found no one strangely powerful .

Although Leon wanted to see that until they collapse of exhaustion, Leon felt
something weird . Everyones mana was calm until now, but Leon felt two
presences getting agitated . . . much to his surprise, each side had one of
those presences .

I guess I wasnt totally wrong . . .

Leon used Transfer and appeared behind a Japanese soldier that was
concentrating his mana in his right hand . Leon grabbed him by the neck and

sucked his mana using Mana Absorption . Several soldiers panicked when
they one of them losing control over his body when Leon appeared, but he
ignored them and used Transfer to grab one of Giselas soldiers by the neck
and did the same thing . Yuki and Gisela only stopped fighting when Leon
appeared in the middle of the arena and started to hit the soldiers like
hammers against the arena . In the end, Leon only stopped when the place
was totally destroyed, and he was striking the soldiers against the ground .

Phew . . . that was refreshing . Leon left the half-dead soldiers on the floor
and then stretched his body only to find everyone, even Yuki and Gisela,
pointing their weapons at him . Calm down guys, lets not do anything hasty .

Why did you do that? Ren asked .

Those guys were planning to attack Yuki or Gisela, maybe both, Leon
answered . They are powerful fighters, after all . Their deaths also would
cause instability in both groups . Do any of you guys remember when they
joined your armies?



Gisela looked at Lennart, and he just shook his head, the same thing happened
to Yuki and Ren . However, some soldiers stepped forward and mentioned
that they joined their sides, just after the battle when the terrorist camps had
been destroyed .

What were their positions in your cities? Leon asked . Where they close to

any of you?

. . . That soldier was one of my advisors, Yuki said . Are you sure he was
preparing to kill me?

I felt a massive amount of mana being concentrated in his right hand, Leon
answered . What about the other guy?

. . . He was just an ordinary soldier that protected our walls, Gisela
answered . However, he talked to me many times about returning to Earth,
and he was also the number one person who wanted to reconquest our lands
back using brute strength .

There you have it, it is evident that they worked for the terrorists, Leon said .
They were quite the patient bastards . . . a bunch of assholes that had the
patience to wait for three hundred years to kill the human leaders . . . crap .

I guess you guys can understand that until now, someone has been working
behind the scenes to put the humans in a bad spot, Leon said . I know that you

wont be able to forget your grudges soon, but it isnt time for that . In forty
years, powerful beings will come to Earth and kill every single human to get
stronger . Dont waste your time fighting against each other; save your
strength to fight against them .



Leon didnt wait to see Yuki and Giselas reactions; he just left and headed
toward the hippogryphs world . If they still decided to fight after hearing that,
then humans were doomed, and Leon could only give up .

Shit . . . I hope that is the last time those bastards will cause me so much
trouble .

If Hector convinced the other survivors to return to Earth, Leon would have a
hard time finding the possible spy infiltrated . Besides, his presence had
already been revealed by every single person there . So, at any moment,
something might happen .

A few hours later, Leon arrived at the entrance of the hippogryphs dungeon .
He arrived in time to see hundreds of people leaving the place . Since it was
dark, Leon didnt notice, but it looked like Hector, and other soldiers cleaned
the area of monsters, and now the general population of his city was finally

returning to Earth .

Shit, I wont be able to use Appraisal in every single person like this . . . now
that I think about it since those guys infiltrated Gisela and Yukis camp, it will
be impossible to identify them because they probably dont have those spells
to make other humans explode .

Fortunately, Leon found the new camp pretty close to the dungeon . It was a
bit reckless, but given that the soldiers fought against that kind of creatures
for hundreds of years, they would handle . Their problem was the lack of

fighting spirit, not real power .
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Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon knew that trying to find a possible infiltrated agent would be close to
impossible, but he had no other choice but to try, at least for a while . Maybe
there was a chance that a spy didnt infiltrate Hectors camp, but Leon couldnt
just hope for that and do nothing . . . until the last person crossed back the
portal to Earth he used Appraisal in every single human . . . unfortunately, he
found no one strangely powerful .

Novel Chapter 457

Chapter 457: 457



"Leon?" Hector frowned . "It is good to meet you, but . . . what are you doing
here, and why did you appear so suddenly?"

"Lower your voice," Leon said . "I came here to tell that there is a chance that
some allies of the terrorists might have infiltrated your camp, don't spread
this information and be careful . "

"What? That is impossible . " Hector said, looking skeptical of such a
possibility . "Not a single human joined our side in three hundred years . "

"I just recently learned that magic could do a lot of things . . . " Leon said .
"Anyway, spies infiltrated Yuki and Gisela's camps three hundred years ago
and stayed quiet until now . So, I advise that you should act carefully because
I can't keep coming every single time you guys face a problem . Also,
Gisela's camp also returned to Earth . I already told them what I told you . . .
if both sides have brains, then everyone will save their energy to protect Earth
when the time comes . Make good use of the time dilation until then . "

Without waiting to hear their opinions about such matters, Leon used Transfer
and left the temporary center of operations . In the end, Leon couldn't help
but sigh . . . he wanted to make his friends and every single human strong,
but he couldn't be over-protective again . Even his family and friends forgot
about him . It was already an instinct to try to protect them .

"I know what I can do to make them cooperate more . . . "

Leon returned to the center of operations and surprised everyone again, but
this time he didn't say anything . Leon just offered a handshake to drain their
mana and asked Efreet to pass a part of his powers to them . Once again,
Leon left the place while everyone else was confused .



"Leon . . . My powers aren't something you can give people like that," Efreet
said, visibly annoyed .
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"Sorry . . . We will fight three times this week since you gave your powers to

three of my friends," Leon said . "If you do the same to the others, we will
fight every day for the entire week . Is that fine with you?"

"Bahahaha! Of course! Of course!" Efreet laughed maniacally . "If you fight
me every day, then it doesn't matter if you decide to give my power to every
single person on this planet!"

A few hours later, Leon returned to Japan only to see that the place where
Yuki and Gisela fought was empty . That being said, Leon found Ren and
Yuki above the wall, as if they had been waiting for him .

"Where are Gisela and the others?" Leon asked .

"They decided to retreat and start building their base on German territory,"
Yuki answered .

"Hector and the others also returned to Earth," Leon said . "What are you

going to do about them?"



" . . . As long as they don't cause problems, I will ignore them . " Yuki
answered .
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Leon offered a handshake and Yuki accepted, once she realized that her mana
was being drained, she tried to pull back her arm . However, when she
received the notifications of Efreet's power, she stopped struggling . Leon did
the same thing to Ren before he left .

"If you guys don't cause me any more problems, maybe I will give you other
gifts," Leon said .

Leon headed toward the direction Gisela and the others went, and upon
finding them, Leon did the same and told them the same words before he

vanished . That day had been a bit tiring, but Leon was quite sure that he did
a good job . In the end, all the humans were back on Earth . Although they
weren't allies anymore, they weren't enemies either, and that was a good
start . Besides, it wasn't like they would have to stick in the same place for
them to protect Earth, the harvesters were incredibly powerful beings .
Knowing that they wouldn't fight at the same time and in the same place since
their powers could collide and disturb each other . The primary preparations
had been completed, now Leon had to increase his power as much as he can

and hope that his friends would do the same without him babysitting them .

Health: 154 +



Mana: 13923 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +
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Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 8012+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 500 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +



Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 292,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Ice Wall Lv 50, Explosive Fire Arrow Lv 50, Magma Arrow
Lv 50, Magma Punch Lv 50, Acid Sphere Lv 50, Thunder Punch Lv 50,
Thunder Arrow Lv 50, Air Beam Lv 50, Water Cannon Lv 50, Eruption Lv
50, Ice Trap Lv 50, Summon Sylph's Fragment Lv 110, Summon Celsius'
Fragment Lv 110, Summon Efreet's Fragment Lv 90, Summon Undine's
Fragment Lv 90, Summon Gnome's Fragment Lv 100, Summon Volt's
Fragment Lv 80, Hail Lv 50, Ice Arrow Shower Lv 50, Wind Arrow

Shower Lv 50, Wind Needle Lv 50

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 140, Fire Resistance Lv 420, Farming Lv
182, Alchemy Lv 153, Earth Blessing Lv 270, Lion's Pride Lv 310,
Thunder Blessing Lv 311, Zen Lv 65, Wind Blessing Lv 80, Ice Blessing
Lv 100, Water Blessing Lv 80

Leon? Hector frowned . It is good to meet you, but . . . what are you doing
here, and why did you appear so suddenly?

Lower your voice, Leon said . I came here to tell that there is a chance that
some allies of the terrorists might have infiltrated your camp, dont spread this
information and be careful .



What? That is impossible . Hector said, looking skeptical of such a
possibility . Not a single human joined our side in three hundred years .

I just recently learned that magic could do a lot of things . . . Leon said .
Anyway, spies infiltrated Yuki and Giselas camps three hundred years ago
and stayed quiet until now . So, I advise that you should act carefully because
I cant keep coming every single time you guys face a problem . Also, Giselas
camp also returned to Earth . I already told them what I told you . . . if both
sides have brains, then everyone will save their energy to protect Earth when
the time comes . Make good use of the time dilation until then .

Without waiting to hear their opinions about such matters, Leon used Transfer
and left the temporary center of operations . In the end, Leon couldnt help but
sigh . . . he wanted to make his friends and every single human strong, but he
couldnt be over-protective again . Even his family and friends forgot about
him . It was already an instinct to try to protect them .

I know what I can do to make them cooperate more . . .

Leon returned to the center of operations and surprised everyone again, but
this time he didnt say anything . Leon just offered a handshake to drain their
mana and asked Efreet to pass a part of his powers to them . Once again,
Leon left the place while everyone else was confused .

Leon . . . My powers arent something you can give people like that, Efreet
said, visibly annoyed .

Sorry . . . We will fight three times this week since you gave your powers to

three of my friends, Leon said . If you do the same to the others, we will fight
every day for the entire week . Is that fine with you?



Bahahaha! Of course! Of course! Efreet laughed maniacally . If you fight me
every day, then it doesnt matter if you decide to give my power to every
single person on this planet!

A few hours later, Leon returned to Japan only to see that the place where
Yuki and Gisela fought was empty . That being said, Leon found Ren and
Yuki above the wall, as if they had been waiting for him .

Where are Gisela and the others? Leon asked .

They decided to retreat and start building their base on German territory, Yuki
answered .

Hector and the others also returned to Earth, Leon said . What are you going

to do about them?

. . . As long as they dont cause problems, I will ignore them . Yuki
answered .

Leon offered a handshake and Yuki accepted, once she realized that her mana
was being drained, she tried to pull back her arm . However, when she
received the notifications of Efreets power, she stopped struggling . Leon did
the same thing to Ren before he left .

If you guys dont cause me any more problems, maybe I will give you other
gifts, Leon said .

Leon headed toward the direction Gisela and the others went, and upon
finding them, Leon did the same and told them the same words before he



vanished . That day had been a bit tiring, but Leon was quite sure that he did
a good job . In the end, all the humans were back on Earth . Although they
werent allies anymore, they werent enemies either, and that was a good start .
Besides, it wasnt like they would have to stick in the same place for them to

protect Earth, the harvesters were incredibly powerful beings . Knowing that
they wouldnt fight at the same time and in the same place since their powers
could collide and disturb each other . The primary preparations had been
completed, now Leon had to increase his power as much as he can and hope

that his friends would do the same without him babysitting them .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 13923 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 8012+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 500 +



Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 292,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Ice Wall Lv 50, Explosive Fire Arrow Lv 50, Magma Arrow
Lv 50, Magma Punch Lv 50, Acid Sphere Lv 50, Thunder Punch Lv 50,
Thunder Arrow Lv 50, Air Beam Lv 50, Water Cannon Lv 50, Eruption Lv
50, Ice Trap Lv 50, Summon Sylphs Fragment Lv 110, Summon Celsius
Fragment Lv 110, Summon Efreets Fragment Lv 90, Summon Undines
Fragment Lv 90, Summon Gnomes Fragment Lv 100, Summon Volts

Fragment Lv 80, Hail Lv 50, Ice Arrow Shower Lv 50, Wind Arrow

Shower Lv 50, Wind Needle Lv 50

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 140, Fire Resistance Lv 420, Farming Lv
182, Alchemy Lv 153, Earth Blessing Lv 270, Lions Pride Lv 310,
Thunder Blessing Lv 311, Zen Lv 65, Wind Blessing Lv 80, Ice Blessing
Lv 100, Water Blessing Lv 80

Novel Chapter 458



Chapter 458: 458

"You seem to be in a bad mood," Leon said .

"Yes, I told you that you shouldn't spoil your friends too much," Ilyana said .
"Giving them power just because they act the way you want won't help you or
any of them . "

"In my position, would have done something differently?" Leon asked .

"No," Ilyana answered .

"So . . . why do you look so upset?" Leon frowned .

"Because I did the same thing you did, and that didn't help the people of my
world," Ilyana explained .

Now Leon finally understood why Ilyana was upset . . . He did the same thing
that Ilyana did in the past, and it looked like that didn't help the people of her
planet . There was even a chance that she considered that such action caused
the downfall of her race . . . considering that hypothesis, it wasn't that
surprising that she was irritated .

"I won't tell you how you should act or what you should do," Ilyana said .
"I'm just trying to prevent that you suffer and see the same things that I saw .
"



"Thank you for your concern," Leon said . "I will be more careful frown now
on . . . Putting that aside, I would like to learn how to create a slime since my

control is already high enough . "

"All right, I will give you the tome after leveling up your resistance a bit,"
Ilyana said .

"Instead of that, I would like just to hear the theory, and then I will replicate
the process myself," Leon said .

Ilyana looked away and sighed, it looked like Leon's lack of trust, and his
behavior was already starting to annoy her . The future of their partnership
looked quite uncertain since they only see each other once every week, and
things were already getting complicated .
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Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"I feel like crap more than usual . . . it looks like this time Ilyana let her
annoyance control her a little bit, and she decided to punish me . . . even
though she said that she wouldn't tell me how to act . What is the point of

saying that if she decides to punish me on my resistance training?"

"You should be thankful for her . If it weren't for her, you would be making
a mistake after mistake," Celsius said, and Leon imagined her making an
angry expression like usual . " It is really disgraceful to give powers to your
friends just like that . "
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" . . . I will keep that in mind,��� Leon sighed . "Once they accomplish
something, I won't ask any of you to give your powers again . "



Leon felt like he was back in high school, where he heard complaints from his

father every day about his behavior and choices . Although it was a bit
annoying, he missed them since it was clear that Leon wasn't good at making
decisions . He was too naive, and most of the time, he would choose the most
obvious option, and then he would wait for the best outcome .

Regardless, at least one thing Leon was sure that he would never regret doing,
and that was training . Although Ilyana looked pretty irritated, she explained
to him how he should create a slime using mana .

"Let's see . . . create a mass of water in a random shape and then create the

core of the monster by concentrating exactly nine hundred mana points in its
center . How did she discover such an exact number? Anyway . . . I also have
to add instincts to the creature . . . How do I do that again? Just by emulating

hunger? I'm already hungry, so it should be easy . "

"It impresses me that you managed to become the best mage of your planet,"
Celsius said .

Leon was also impressed, but he would never reveal that . Regardless, it took
him three days to do everything correctly and fast enough, but Leon
eventually learned the skill and created the first slime .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Slime .

Cost: 1000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Slime – Lv 01

Health: 50 +
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Mana: 50 +

Stamina: 50 +

Strength: 10 +

Dexterity: 10+

Speed: 10 +

Intelligence: 10+

Endurance: 10 +

Control: 10 +

Mentality: 10 +



Luck: 10 +

Recovery: 10 +

Willpower: 10 +

Coins: 00

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Fire Bullet Lv 01, Water Bullet Lv 01, Wind Bullet Lv 01,
Earth Bullet Lv 01,

Passive Skills:

"Wow . . . so weak, and the cost of mana is insane!" Leon said, shocked .

"I'm honestly surprised at your reaction, Leon," Undine said without her usual
mocking tone . "What did you expect? It is a level one slime . "

"Yeah . . . I guess you are right," Leon nodded . "The cost is high because the
creature can level up and become much stronger . . . Anyway, can I use their
attacks to strengthen you guys?"



"Unfortunately, that is not possible," Volt said . "We can materialize using

your mana, and since the slimes are made of your mana, such effects aren't
possible . "

Leon nodded since it made a lot of sense . Still, it was surprising that the
name of the skill was Summon Slime instead of something like Slime
Creation . The active spells were also different from Leon recalled, but it was
based on his own spells, so it was only obvious . Perhaps he actually copied a
random slime of his memories and then just summoned it using his mana .
That would be a more plausible explanation .

You seem to be in a bad mood, Leon said .

Yes, I told you that you shouldnt spoil your friends too much, Ilyana said .
Giving them power just because they act the way you want wont help you or
any of them .

In my position, would have done something differently? Leon asked .

No, Ilyana answered .

So . . . why do you look so upset? Leon frowned .

Because I did the same thing you did, and that didnt help the people of my
world, Ilyana explained .

Now Leon finally understood why Ilyana was upset . . . He did the same thing
that Ilyana did in the past, and it looked like that didnt help the people of her
planet . There was even a chance that she considered that such action caused



the downfall of her race . . . considering that hypothesis, it wasnt that
surprising that she was irritated .

I wont tell you how you should act or what you should do, Ilyana said . Im
just trying to prevent that you suffer and see the same things that I saw .

Thank you for your concern, Leon said . I will be more careful frown now
on . . . Putting that aside, I would like to learn how to create a slime since my

control is already high enough .

All right, I will give you the tome after leveling up your resistance a bit,
Ilyana said .

Instead of that, I would like just to hear the theory, and then I will replicate
the process myself, Leon said .

Ilyana looked away and sighed, it looked like Leons lack of trust, and his
behavior was already starting to annoy her . The future of their partnership
looked quite uncertain since they only see each other once every week, and
things were already getting complicated .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I feel like crap more than usual . . . it looks like this time Ilyana let her
annoyance control her a little bit, and she decided to punish me . . . even
though she said that she wouldnt tell me how to act . What is the point of

saying that if she decides to punish me on my resistance training?

You should be thankful for her . If it werent for her, you would be making a
mistake after mistake, Celsius said, and Leon imagined her making an angry
expression like usual . It is really disgraceful to give powers to your friends
just like that .

. . . I will keep that in mind,��� Leon sighed . Once they accomplish
something, I wont ask any of you to give your powers again .

Leon felt like he was back in high school, where he heard complaints from his

father every day about his behavior and choices . Although it was a bit
annoying, he missed them since it was clear that Leon wasnt good at making

decisions . He was too naive, and most of the time, he would choose the most
obvious option, and then he would wait for the best outcome .



Regardless, at least one thing Leon was sure that he would never regret doing,
and that was training . Although Ilyana looked pretty irritated, she explained
to him how he should create a slime using mana .

Lets see . . . create a mass of water in a random shape and then create the core

of the monster by concentrating exactly nine hundred mana points in its
center . How did she discover such an exact number? Anyway . . . I also have
to add instincts to the creature . . . How do I do that again? Just by emulating

hunger? Im already hungry, so it should be easy .

It impresses me that you managed to become the best mage of your planet,
Celsius said .

Leon was also impressed, but he would never reveal that . Regardless, it took
him three days to do everything correctly and fast enough, but Leon
eventually learned the skill and created the first slime .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Slime .

Cost: 1000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Slime – Lv 01

Health: 50 +

Mana: 50 +



Stamina: 50 +

Strength: 10 +

Dexterity: 10+

Speed: 10 +

Intelligence: 10+

Endurance: 10 +

Control: 10 +

Mentality: 10 +

Luck: 10 +

Recovery: 10 +

Willpower: 10 +

Coins: 00

Status: 00

Skill List



Active Skills: Fire Bullet Lv 01, Water Bullet Lv 01, Wind Bullet Lv 01,
Earth Bullet Lv 01,

Passive Skills:

Wow . . . so weak, and the cost of mana is insane! Leon said, shocked .

Im honestly surprised at your reaction, Leon, Undine said without her usual
mocking tone . What did you expect? It is a level one slime .

Yeah . . . I guess you are right, Leon nodded . The cost is high because the
creature can level up and become much stronger . . . Anyway, can I use their
attacks to strengthen you guys?

Unfortunately, that is not possible, Volt said . We can materialize using your

mana, and since the slimes are made of your mana, such effects arent
possible .

Leon nodded since it made a lot of sense . Still, it was surprising that the
name of the skill was Summon Slime instead of something like Slime
Creation . The active spells were also different from Leon recalled, but it was
based on his own spells, so it was only obvious . Perhaps he actually copied a
random slime of his memories and then just summoned it using his mana .
That would be a more plausible explanation .
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Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Much to Leon's surprise, things worked much better than he expected . His
slime only shot a single Fireball and leveled up five times . However, the
Ghost-Sword that got hit approached Leon's slime and split into two, killing
the creature in an instant .

"I guess she is still mad . . . " Leon rubbed his chin while he was allocating his
status points . "Anyway, this might work faster than I expected . "

Leon summoned several other slimes, and he noticed that all their status grew
around five percent . . . it was the effect of five level-ups . Although his
slimes still couldn't scratch the Ghost-Swords, their attack power was visibly
increasing little by little . Now and then, Ilyana summoned monsters would
attack the slimes, but it was clear that she was getting less irritated over time .



"It is kind of impressing that she can control her monsters like that, the slimes
are slow and only obey simple commands . . . I guess she also has some kind
of skill to increase her control over them . "

Leon also noticed that his other skills weren't leveling up . So, even though
they could use elemental magic and the same offensive spells Leon could,
nothing aside, the skill to summon them would level up . The slimes didn't
receive a bonus of attack of skills like Pyromancy or Fire Blessing either .

"I guess it can't be helped . . . I can't always have what I want . Still, it is
kind of relaxing summon monsters and let them fight for me . Unfortunately,
that isn't a feeling I should get used to it . "

Leon thought he would manage to level up Summon Slime pretty fast since
they only needed to attack at a distance using magic . However, soon they ran
out of mana . Although their recovery was increasing at a pretty good pace, it
would take a while before they could fight for more than a few seconds . In
fact, Leon soon understood that the slimes wouldn't be able to fight for more
than a few minutes without running out of mana . Considering that they were
periodically growing stronger, one percent every time they leveled up, their
recovery wouldn't be higher than one hundred . Leon understood that when
he finally noticed that their growth rate wouldn't increase over time . . . it was
only one percent of his initial status .

"Well, it doesn't matter . It wasn't like I intended to use them in real combat,
after all . "

A few hours later, Leon noticed that he had more than one thousand slimes,
so he decided to leave it at that and make them train alone while he learns
other spells . He wouldn't level them up at the same speed as Ilyana's, but
hoping for that was a bit too much .



"Gnome, it is your turn now," Leon materialized Gnome while he was
preparing the mana liquid for the next training session .

"Yahoo! After you learn the spells, you have to let me increase the size of my
labyrinth," Gnome said .

Leon sighed, but it couldn't be helped . Gnome was creating an underground
labyrinth under the area where Leon's plantation was . He was already having
difficulties and wasting some time looking for Gnome in that labyrinth, and
he wanted to increase its size even more . . . it looked like Leon would have
to level up Electric Armor and Haste sooner than he expected .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Bomb .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Gnome didn't care about anything but his fun, Leon learned those
spells in just two days . Earth Bomb was like Ignite . Leon shot a sphere made
of earth at a target, and the sphere would explode, and Earth Arrow Shower

was self-explanatory . Regardless, while Gnome was consuming Leon's mana



to increase the size of the labyrinth, Leon trained his two new spells for three

days until they reached level fifty .

"The problem of using time dilation is the fact that things that don't happen
fast enough on Earth . . . it is kind of hard to focus on training while worrying
about everyone . "

Leon was quite certain that his friends wouldn't fight amongst themselves
anymore, but he couldn't help but worry without receiving news from Ilyana .
Since just thinking about his friends always made Leon felt like just relaxing
and watching the blue sky, he decided to shake those thoughts out of his head
and do something else . Since he wasn't ready for his weekly dose of
suffering on Ilyana's hands, Leon decided to level up other spells .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Wall has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Needle has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"It is time," Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

Although Leon trained his spells trying to forget about that annoying training,
Ilyana didn't forget about it . In the end, Leon just sighed and headed to her
castle .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Much to Leons surprise, things worked much better than he expected . His
slime only shot a single Fireball and leveled up five times . However, the
Ghost-Sword that got hit approached Leons slime and split into two, killing
the creature in an instant .

I guess she is still mad . . . Leon rubbed his chin while he was allocating his
status points . Anyway, this might work faster than I expected .

Leon summoned several other slimes, and he noticed that all their status grew
around five percent . . . it was the effect of five level-ups . Although his
slimes still couldnt scratch the Ghost-Swords, their attack power was visibly
increasing little by little . Now and then, Ilyana summoned monsters would
attack the slimes, but it was clear that she was getting less irritated over time .

It is kind of impressing that she can control her monsters like that, the slimes
are slow and only obey simple commands . . . I guess she also has some kind
of skill to increase her control over them .

Leon also noticed that his other skills werent leveling up . So, even though
they could use elemental magic and the same offensive spells Leon could,
nothing aside, the skill to summon them would level up . The slimes didnt
receive a bonus of attack of skills like Pyromancy or Fire Blessing either .

I guess it cant be helped . . . I cant always have what I want . Still, it is kind
of relaxing summon monsters and let them fight for me . Unfortunately, that
isnt a feeling I should get used to it .

Leon thought he would manage to level up Summon Slime pretty fast since
they only needed to attack at a distance using magic . However, soon they ran
out of mana . Although their recovery was increasing at a pretty good pace, it



would take a while before they could fight for more than a few seconds . In
fact, Leon soon understood that the slimes wouldnt be able to fight for more
than a few minutes without running out of mana . Considering that they were
periodically growing stronger, one percent every time they leveled up, their
recovery wouldnt be higher than one hundred . Leon understood that when he
finally noticed that their growth rate wouldnt increase over time . . . it was
only one percent of his initial status .

Well, it doesnt matter . It wasnt like I intended to use them in real combat,
after all .

A few hours later, Leon noticed that he had more than one thousand slimes,
so he decided to leave it at that and make them train alone while he learns
other spells . He wouldnt level them up at the same speed as Ilyanas, but
hoping for that was a bit too much .

Gnome, it is your turn now, Leon materialized Gnome while he was
preparing the mana liquid for the next training session .

Yahoo! After you learn the spells, you have to let me increase the size of my
labyrinth, Gnome said .

Leon sighed, but it couldnt be helped . Gnome was creating an underground
labyrinth under the area where Leons plantation was . He was already having
difficulties and wasting some time looking for Gnome in that labyrinth, and
he wanted to increase its size even more . . . it looked like Leon would have
to level up Electric Armor and Haste sooner than he expected .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Bomb .



Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Gnome didnt care about anything but his fun, Leon learned those
spells in just two days . Earth Bomb was like Ignite . Leon shot a sphere made
of earth at a target, and the sphere would explode, and Earth Arrow Shower

was self-explanatory . Regardless, while Gnome was consuming Leons mana
to increase the size of the labyrinth, Leon trained his two new spells for three

days until they reached level fifty .

The problem of using time dilation is the fact that things that dont happen fast
enough on Earth . . . it is kind of hard to focus on training while worrying
about everyone .

Leon was quite certain that his friends wouldnt fight amongst themselves
anymore, but he couldnt help but worry without receiving news from Ilyana .
Since just thinking about his friends always made Leon felt like just relaxing
and watching the blue sky, he decided to shake those thoughts out of his head
and do something else . Since he wasnt ready for his weekly dose of suffering
on Ilyanas hands, Leon decided to level up other spells .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Bullet has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Needle has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

It is time, Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

Although Leon trained his spells trying to forget about that annoying training,
Ilyana didnt forget about it . In the end, Leon just sighed and headed to her
castle .
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"Ten thousand slimes . . . that is a pretty big number," Leon rubbed his chin .
"It will take a while to create that many . . . by the way, do you have any idea
when my skill will reach level max with that many slimes attacking your
monsters?"

"Something around one hundred and fifty years," Ilyana answered .

Leon opened his eyes widely after hearing that . . . it was insane, after all .
Still, it kind of made sense since every skill had some drawbacks . No wonder
Ilyana created elementals for months to make the skill reach the max level .

"If I create stronger monsters, you will be able to level up your skill faster,
but . . . " Ilyana hesitated .

"Nah, it is fine," Leon said . "I was just asking because I was curious . Once
I learn how to summon other monsters, we can make them fight to help each

other, but for the time being, I'm fine with my own pace . "

"All right, then," Ilyana said .

Leon left Ilyana's castle and did some math . Currently, he was obtaining
around three hundred status points per day . So, if he keeps allocating his
points equally into intelligence, mana, and control, it will take ten days before
he can finally try how to summon golems . It was quite a good pace, but not
enough .

"If I create some steel weapons and control them using Telekinesis, I will be
able to level up passive skills like Staffmanship pretty fast . . . I guess I will
do that . "



"Aww . . . I thought it was my turn now," Undine said, apparently dispirited .

"Just wait for a bit, this shouldn't take too much time," Leon said .
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It was hard to know if Undine was sad or if she was just trying to mess with
Leon, so he decided not to overthink it . Leon created several steel staves and
started to hit the Ghost-Swords with them . He already expected that, but be
able to control twenty-five objects at the same time was still shocking .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"It is kind of scary that control can increase my ability to use Telekinesis so
much . . . "
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"You can multiply your speed by almost ten times, you have six intermediate
spirits under your command, and you also have a colossal snake orbiting your
planet . . . " Celsius frowned . "And you still get impressed by that?"

"Well . . . yeah," Leon acknowledged that looked pretty stupid . "But you
guys aren't under my command . We are allies . "

"That wasn't half bad . . . What shall I train next? Ax Mastery? I just hope

Ilyana doesn't get mad if I kill a more of her monsters . . . "

"Why do you still worry about such things . . . " Celsius sighed .

In the end, after just a couple of hours, Leon managed to level up Ax Mastery,
Hammer Mastery, and Whip Mastery up to the level eighty . He wanted more,
but Leon didn't manage to learn new skills after using flails, knives, or even
blunt weapons . Most likely, that kind of weapon belonged to other weapon
categories .

"I didn't use many times, but I wonder if I can learn something like
Gunmanship . . . I decided not to rely on tools, but it should be fine using a
magic gun to obtain status points . "



In the end, Leon decided not to think about it . When the time comes, if such
skill becomes necessary, he was pretty sure that Ilyana would offer him a way

to learn it and master much faster .

"Well then, it is your turn now, Undine," Leon said .

"Hah . . . just when I was about to take a nap," Undine protested when Leon
materialized her .
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Leon sighed, as always, it was hard to understand what Undine was genuinely
feeling . Fortunately, she still taught Leon two spells . . . However, even
though Leon could have complained while he was learning, he only did it
after receiving the notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Shower .

Cost: 4 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Rain .

Cost: 40 mana per second .



You obtained 01 status points .

" . . . What is the meaning of this, Undine?" Leon asked .

"You asked for two spells," Undine frowned . "Didn't you like them?"

"I want spells to defeat the enemies who will threaten my world," Leon said .
"I don't want to clean them or wash their fields . "

"Well, you should be more specific the next time," Undine smiled . "Since
everyone just taught you two spells, I will only teach me after everyone's
turn . "

Undine disappeared and returned to the inside of Leon's head . . . The rank of
troublesome spirits changed . Undine now was by the most troublesome one,
even more challenging to deal with Sylph and Gnome . However, since she
wasn't totally wrong, he couldn't complain . So, Leon did the only thing he
could really do . . . he leveled up both Shower and Rain up to the level fifty .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Ten thousand slimes . . . that is a pretty big number, Leon rubbed his chin . It
will take a while to create that many . . . by the way, do you have any idea
when my skill will reach level max with that many slimes attacking your
monsters?

Something around one hundred and fifty years, Ilyana answered .

Leon opened his eyes widely after hearing that . . . it was insane, after all .
Still, it kind of made sense since every skill had some drawbacks . No wonder
Ilyana created elementals for months to make the skill reach the max level .

If I create stronger monsters, you will be able to level up your skill faster,
but . . . Ilyana hesitated .

Nah, it is fine, Leon said . I was just asking because I was curious . Once I
learn how to summon other monsters, we can make them fight to help each

other, but for the time being, Im fine with my own pace .

All right, then, Ilyana said .

Leon left Ilyanas castle and did some math . Currently, he was obtaining
around three hundred status points per day . So, if he keeps allocating his
points equally into intelligence, mana, and control, it will take ten days before
he can finally try how to summon golems . It was quite a good pace, but not
enough .



If I create some steel weapons and control them using Telekinesis, I will be
able to level up passive skills like Staffmanship pretty fast . . . I guess I will
do that .

Aww . . . I thought it was my turn now, Undine said, apparently dispirited .

Just wait for a bit, this shouldnt take too much time, Leon said .

It was hard to know if Undine was sad or if she was just trying to mess with
Leon, so he decided not to overthink it . Leon created several steel staves and
started to hit the Ghost-Swords with them . He already expected that, but be
able to control twenty-five objects at the same time was still shocking .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Staffmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



It is kind of scary that control can increase my ability to use Telekinesis so
much . . .

You can multiply your speed by almost ten times, you have six intermediate
spirits under your command, and you also have a colossal snake orbiting your
planet . . . Celsius frowned . And you still get impressed by that?

Well . . . yeah, Leon acknowledged that looked pretty stupid . But you guys
arent under my command . We are allies .

That wasnt half bad . . . What shall I train next? Ax Mastery? I just hope

Ilyana doesnt get mad if I kill a more of her monsters . . .

Why do you still worry about such things . . . Celsius sighed .

In the end, after just a couple of hours, Leon managed to level up Ax Mastery,
Hammer Mastery, and Whip Mastery up to the level eighty . He wanted more,
but Leon didnt manage to learn new skills after using flails, knives, or even
blunt weapons . Most likely, that kind of weapon belonged to other weapon
categories .

I didnt use many times, but I wonder if I can learn something like
Gunmanship . . . I decided not to rely on tools, but it should be fine using a
magic gun to obtain status points .

In the end, Leon decided not to think about it . When the time comes, if such
skill becomes necessary, he was pretty sure that Ilyana would offer him a way

to learn it and master much faster .



Well then, it is your turn now, Undine, Leon said .

Hah . . . just when I was about to take a nap, Undine protested when Leon
materialized her .

Leon sighed, as always, it was hard to understand what Undine was genuinely
feeling . Fortunately, she still taught Leon two spells . . . However, even
though Leon could have complained while he was learning, he only did it
after receiving the notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Shower .

Cost: 4 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Rain .

Cost: 40 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . . What is the meaning of this, Undine? Leon asked .

You asked for two spells, Undine frowned . Didnt you like them?

I want spells to defeat the enemies who will threaten my world, Leon said . I
dont want to clean them or wash their fields .



Well, you should be more specific the next time, Undine smiled . Since
everyone just taught you two spells, I will only teach me after everyones
turn .

Undine disappeared and returned to the inside of Leons head . . . The rank of
troublesome spirits changed . Undine now was by the most troublesome one,
even more challenging to deal with Sylph and Gnome . However, since she
wasnt totally wrong, he couldnt complain . So, Leon did the only thing he
could really do . . . he leveled up both Shower and Rain up to the level fifty .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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